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Ellensburg's K-9 Crime Dog
Meet Donna. She tracks down the bad guys. Donna is
a Belgian Malinois trained specially in police work.
"She is the best safety tool an officer can have," said
Ellensburg police officer, Norm Bland~
See story page 7.

Happy Halloween!
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Gloria Craig, administrative
assistant to President
Nelson,is set for retirement
after nearly 29 years at
Central.
See story page 3.
Bulk Rate
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·On the road to nowher.e .. •

Cioffi maintains innocence

in tentative agreement
by Tim Yeadon
News editor

•

Ken Pinnell /The Observer

A disappointed Homecoming crowd of 2,800 fans watched the Wildcats drop their fourth
game of the season to Whitworth College, 44-36. At two wins and four losses, Central is
suffering its worst season since 1985. See related story on page 11.
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A tentative agreement has been
reached by Central English professor Frank Cioffi and the former
woman graduate student who accused him of sex discrimination.
"I think we have hammered out a
settlement," said Cioffi. "Of course
(everybody) will still be chiseling
out their point of view."
The complainant filed a sex discrimination complaint against
Cioffi last January.
She accused Cioffi of sexual harassment through unwanted sexual
advances, boasting of sexual alliances, exposure to sexually explicit
material and sexual innuendo, and
implicit threats of retaliation.
While he maintains his innocence,
Cioffi will not speculate what the
settlement will entail, but said the
outcome will be public after negotiations of the document's language
is complete.
"It's a very sensitive subject,"
Cioffi said. "We don't want to say
anything that would throw a wrench
into the method of mediation."
"It won't be ending for a long
time," he said.
Mediation is utilized in place of a
lawsuit to avoid the enormous costs
associated with lawyers, hearings
and trials, Cioffi said.
"If you have a lawsuit it will cost
a fortune," he said. "It is very bad
publicity for everyone, including
me, the complairiant and the university."
It has cost Cioffi enough money
that two English professors, Philip
Garrison and Mark Halperin, took
matters into their own hands and
initiated a legal defense fund to
help Cioffi defray legal costs.
In a memorandum circulated to

the CWU faculty pri,o rto Fall quarter, Garrison and Halperin stated:
"Frank strenuously denies that he
is guilty of harassment. But since
he was first accused, he has been
asked to step aside from the chairmanship of English, and to accept
a subsequent cut in pay.
"He has also been forced to suffer
great damage to his reputation, to
incur thousands of dollars in legal
debt, and to endure the threat of
being dismissed from CWU, never
to work again in academia- all on
the strength of one student's unproven allegations."
Cioffi has found inconsistencies
with how the complaint has been
handled.
"You have to submit a complaint
(to Affimiative Action) within 30
days of an incident or at the discre:
tion of Affirmative Action," Cioffi
said. "It was 270 days (afler the
alleged incident the complaint was
filed)."
According to Cioffi, the followup investigation should have taken
20 days, but instead took 59.
Results of the investigation were
considered by the Affirmative Action Grievance Committee to rule
if there was "probable cause" or no
"probable cause", Cioffi said.
Instead, the committee said there,
"may have been probable cause,"
Cioffi said. ''The whole process
has not been followed exactly."
Cioffi will not file a procedure
complaint as he maintains his innocence and does not want to distract people from his stance.
"If I don't mediate this, it's possible I could be terminated," Cioffi
said. "A lot hangs in the balance, if
you are dismissed for cause, you
will never work again. It's economic capital punishment."

New faculty evaluation form implemented to improve feedback
__ __
Faculty evaluations are now mandatory foJlowing the Faculty
Senate's revision and approval of
the teacher evaluation process.
The old evaluation format had a
lack of flexibility, said Phil
Backlund, associate dean of Col- .
lege of Letters, Arts and Sciences.
Backlund said the old questionnaire had only one standard set of
criteria for ·all classes, was badly
worded and asked outdated questions that left many faculty un-

results.
"Just one form didn:t fit a11 those
classes very well," said Faculty
Senate
chairman
Sidney
Ness'elroad.
"The.provost (Thomas Moore) is
trying to increase the culture climate of the evaluations," he said.
In the past, teachers have been
reluctant to participate in evaluations because they weighed heavily
in merit, promotion and tenure decisions, Nesselroad said.
"There was a paranoia in the Faculty Senate (when it was passed
last week)," he said. "Most people

happy with the usefulness of its

thought we could just about pass .

by Ryan Feeney
Staff reporter

anythin·g, and it would be better
than what we had."
Backlund said classes ranging

classes, such as music, business,
theater and art classes were not
well evaluated by the old form.
The new system, "has a lot more
information, a lot more detail, and
a lot more flexibility," Backlund
said.
"(It) has five forms instead of
one, so the professor has a chance
to select one that best fits his or her
class," he said.
This should allow ..faculty to
get feedba~k, take a look at it, and
hopefully make some changes to
their class based on what the students say," Backlund said.

from large lectures to performance

Nesselroad said, "The purpose is

... students were asked
questions they weren't
really in a position to
evaluate.
-Sidney Nesselroad
Faculty Senate
chairman

to maintain quality instruction."
"The new evaluation is designed
to improve teaching. The otherone
was used to evaluate faculty members during tenure and merit eval uations.
"Previously, students were asked
questions they weren't really in a
position to evaluate.
"Now, students will be asked:
'Does class begin and end on time?'
or, 'Do test questions correspond
with what was taught?" Nesselroad
said. "Students can now answer if
a teacher is fair and if (a professor
is) treating students with respect

and dignity."
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Briefly Observed
ASCWU passes resolution
•The ASCWU Board of Directors is attempting to defer all
Samuelson Union Buiding facility rental fees for student clubs,
organizations, and residence halls. The BOD passed a resolution
during Frid_a/s meeting supporting the proposed policy.

The Campus
Police Report

,Advertising club meeting
•There will be an Advertising Club meeting Mon4ay at 6 p.m. in
Michaelsen i-Iall Room 221. Elections and fundraising on the
agenda. The club goals are to create a comprehensive aare dvertising
campaign and compete at the National Student Advertising Competition in Tampa, Fla. All students are welcome.

•Tuesday,Oct.18,3:30p.m.
A 23-year-old resident of
Brooklane Village r~ported the
~estruction of approximately 10
pumpkins growing in her garden. Theofficerwho
planned to question suspected
residents of Brooklane Village.
Damage was estimated at $25.

Gov. Lowry visits Ellensburg
•Gov. Mike Lowry will speak along with Mike Williams, Democratic candidate for the 13th District Senate seat, from 3 to 4 p.m.
Saturday at the Hal Holmes Community Center, 201 N. Ruby.

Twenty-six years of 'pant-hoots'

•Tuesday, Oct. 18, 11 :30
p.m.

•Dr. Roger Fouts, Chimpanzee and Human Communication Institute
director, is hosting a fireside chat about the history and future of
"Project Washoe" at 7 p.m., Saturday in the Quigley Hall lounge.
The public is invited.

Police contacted an 18-year-old
man following a harrassment
complaint made by a library employee. The man was apparently
upset because he was not offered
ajob by the library.

'The Long Day Closes'
•The Long Day Closes" will show in Tuesday at 7 p.m . in
McConnell Al,lditorium. Released in 1993, the film portrays the
youth of the director, Terrence Davies, relying upon the moods
evoked by light and music, including Nat King Cole and a waltz
from "Carousel." Admission is $2.50.

•Friday, Oct. 21, 1:30 p.m.
A 22-year-old woman said that
construction crews in the 1-15
parking lot poured a cement slab
in front of her car and splattered
her maroon 1972 Monte Carlo
with wet cement. Damage was
unknown as she had not attempted to wash the cement off
her car prior to reporting the incident.

Mike Lesbo (left) suspends a satellite dish while Troy White and
Randy Fuller roll it into place on the northwest corner of the
Library's roof. The dish, installed last week, connects CWU to
the Washington Higher Education Transmission System. WHETS
will transmit Central's first interactive distance learning classes
to Wenatchee Valley Community College starting winter quarter.
. (University Advancement photo by Matt Burke}
·
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:-Correction

.• -------

•
.:
•
:
•
•
•

Bob Malde was the Students
.for
Human
Resource
Managements' s guest speaker
at its last meeting. A page
two brief in the Oct. 20 issue
of The ,Observer printed his
last name incorrectly.
•

................. .

• Central' s Career Planning &
Placement Center, located in Barge
Hall, Room 204, invites students
to visit the office to register for
service, use the career library with

Mythology and Garden of Eden
•The paintings of Seattle artists Michael Spafford and Elizabeth
Sandvig will be showcased at a free public reception in the Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery Wednesday at 7 p.m.
The :selected works by Spafford wilJ explore themes from classical
mythology, while Sandvig's paintings will be from her Garden of
Eden landscape series. The paintings will be displayed from Nov. 1
to Dec. 2.
for Educators" from 3 to 4 p.m.
Nov.3.

its many employer directories, keep to 2 p.m. Nov. 4 in the Samuelson
posted ·on campus interviews, job Union Building Pit to discuss all
listings, and discuss career con- programs and majors available .
cerns with a counselor. It is impor- · • Job search workshops for teachtant that a11 students graduating this ers - Three sessions in Black Hall,
year check in to begin their job Room 107: "How to Find a Job in
Education" ·from 3 to 4 p.m. Nov.
search.
• Graduate Schools - Seattle Uni- 1; "Writing an Effective Resume &
versity wi 11 have a representative at Letter of Application" from 3 to 4
an information booth from n a.m. p.m. Nov. 2; and "Job Interviewing

• School districts recruiting on
campus:
•Alaska teacher placement-Group
information meeting from I 0 a.m.
to noon Nov. 7 in the Samuelsom
Union Buiilding, Room 204-5. All
teaching areas are welcome, especial1y special education .

~

R & R AUTO BODY

-* A Complete
Auto Body Repair
and Painting Facility.

*

Ask for a copy of your "Insured
Motorists Rights in Washington"
Brochure with your Estimate

925-5680

641 CascadeWa
-

Wlllt~M

R. MEYER, O.D., P.S.

THE EYE AND CONTACT LENS CLINIC

Office Hours

By Appointment

~

11111~
1

111111'.

American Optommic

Awx:iation

511 North Pine Street
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 925-1000

.'cRAZY FOR You
Are you lonely?
."Do you want to be famous?

Need a date?
AERho will set you up on a blind date
and put it on .their fall T. V. Show.
Return to Michaelsen Rm. 201

NAME

PHONE

BURGER & SPIRITS EMPORIUM

&o-od 'limes Served €very . may!.
LUNCH & DINNER

OPE~DAILY
925-98981~1-~
1

AT 1.00 AM

· 101 W. UMPTANUM RD

·

.

~
~
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President's assistant sets sights on retiremen~

CWU to carry on
legacy of music
- lover

Craig planning to finish baccalaureate degree after nearly 29 years of service to University ·
"She is a wonderful person," said
Ann
Mansfield, senior secretary in
Copy editor
the president's office. "She's marShe watched our ROTC guard its velous to work with; ~She's orgaheadquarters as others across the nized, very creative, and wise. I've
nation were being bombed.
learned so much from her, in work
She was there when protests raged and in life."
across Central's campus, and Jane
Affirmative Action Director
Fonda spoke against the u~s. in- Nancy Howard said Craig stays
volvement in Vietnam in the cool in a crisis.
Samuelson Union Building Pit.
"You'd never know to look at
Gloria Craig, retiring Dec. 31 af- Gloria that she has a pressure
ter nearly 29 years of employment cooker of a job," Howard said.
at Central, saw it all.
"She's always been calm and colAlthough Craig, administrative lected, and treated those she comes
assistant to President Nelson and in contact with dignity and respect.
Board of Trustee secretary, has wit- Gloria is a true professional.
nessed history being made at CenAffirmative Action Assistant
tral, she-says it's time to retire.
Staci Sleigh-Layman said she will
"This position has been very chal- also miss Craig.
lenging and rewarding, but I feel
"When Gloria told me she was
it's time to reclaim time for my going to retire, I burst into tears,"
personal life," she said. "Each SJefgh-Laymansaid. "She'sasymstage of life is a natural progres- bol of the institution. Her retiresion. Each stage has been reward- ment is the end of an era."
ing. I'm progressing to another
After retirement, Craig plans to
stage in life.
complete her baccalaureate degree
"I have been among the most at Central, and also looks forward
fortunate in working with ex- · to traveling.
tremely wonderful, talented, car· She has decided to pursue a
ingpeople,"shesaid. ''Thesearen't course of individual study, focuscompliments; these are truths. I ing on how students can educate
have been blessed."
themselves.
Craig'-s co-workers say much the
As for travel, "The world is so
samethingabouttheirexperiences interesting," Craig said. "There's

by Lori Leitner

workin~w1~'th~.h~e~r~.~--~~~_;;.so---.m=u=ch~t=o~s~ee~.'_'~--~~

Windmill
Espresso

..

THE CWU CHEER SOUAD is
LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD MEN...
-~5!f'
AND A MASCOT!

\ 'r

CWU STUDENTS BUYONE
GEl THE SECOND AT HALF PRICEI
EXCEPT ICE CREAM DRINKS
NOW SERVING HOT SOUP & BAGELS
OFFER EXPIRES 10-31-94

112 SOUTH MAIN

Tim Yeadon I The Observer

Gloria Craig has been a fixture in the president's office for
nearly 29 years. She plans to retire Dec. 31, and move into
the classroom in pursuit of a baccalaureate degree.

· CWU' s music department has
receiveda$186,000glft from the
estate ofM~ Jo EstepofYak.ima.
"From what I know, she was <!
teacher who loved music," CWU
music department chairman Russ
Schultz said.
The money will be used forCWU
music scholarships.
"It will give us an endowment
base to build on, so music
scholarships will always be
available," Schultz said.
Schultz predicts the gift will help
provide scholarships for 15 to 20
more students a year.
"We also received a 7-foot
Steinway piano, valued in the
neighborhood of $45,000,"
Schultz said.
Schultz said he and the entire
music department are very
thankful for both the money and
piano.
"We would like our alums to be
thinking of us Jn this manner, he
said. "It's a tremendous way to
continue your love of_music and
Central."

lnter'5ted? Try-outs will be held
Wed. Nov. 2 at-7:00 p.m. In the
Upper Gym at Nlchols~n Pavilion.
Ouestlo·ns? Call Kathey at 968-2664

925-MUGS (6847)

Extrava - Ski - Ganza
November ·2nd
10 a.m. -2 p.m. IN SUB PIT

Ken's Aut·o Wash
- Schmidt /Schmidt Ice
Whole Case
$7 .99
- Bartles & James
4 Pack $3.89

r-----------------,
:·Early Bird Special·:
1

Buy 16 oz. Coffee

:
:

and

1

Featuring: Vendors and Ski Representative~
from throughout the Pacific Northwest.
WARREN MILLER film ''f/ertica{ ~a!ity •
at 7:30 p.m. in McCollllell Auditorium.
Ski Swap in Tent-N-'fl!.be
Nov. 2nd thru 4th.

Come down to the SUB and check out this
season's new skiing styles and equipment.

:

Receive a Free Muffin -:

L~~~A..!1!2 _lV!sJ! ____.!~-1'~-2! ..I
1013 E. lOth

925-7915

SPONSORED BY UNIVERSITY RECREATION
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 963-3512
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The Observer is a laboratory newspaper produced in conjunction with the
school's communication department. The opinions here do not necessarily
reflect those of the university. Unsigned editorials and cartoons represent the
opinions of a majority of The Observer editorial board.

OBSERVANCE

LETTERS

Heckart explains faculty,
students play ntutual roles
"Students are not customers and the faculty are not academic
retail clerks," said Dr. Beverly Heckart at CWU's Fall ConvocaT
tion recently.
Heckart made several noteworthy points in her keynote speech
to the students and parents, many of which reflect goals the
university community should be working toward.
People so often equate higher education to further education. But
as Heckart pointed out, the two are not compatible. Further
education, or more advanced training in a specific subject area,
can not be obtained from a university, only from a trade school.
In contrast, higher education offers the student the chance to
question and actively participate in the learning process.
Heckart believes the university setting is not an "intellectual
shopping mall." Some recent events, such as new laws targeting
the need to graduate in four years, have leaned toward a move to
run Central more as a business or corporation.
This is contrary to CWU' s mission statement which states, in
part, "All members of the university community support a
relationship between teacher and student in learning ... and the
application of knowledge to solve human and societal problems."
Students many times take their education for granted by going
for the easy 'A' course, not paying attention in class or even
worse blowing off classes altogether.
On the same token, however, faculty should be just as willing to
help students gain knowledge and skills.
Everyone in the university community has a role they must play.

Professor
expresses
concern
To the Editor:
Several years ago I met this man
who used to be a police officer for
the San Diego Police Department.
He told me once that, although he
had never studied Spanish, he sure
.c ould communicate with those
· guys d<?wn there.
He would just point his .45 at
them and say: "Put your handos on
your carro; you are ~nder arresto !"
It worked every time.
After reading Mr. DeWitt's article in last week's Observer, I
wonder if that is the kind of communicating "compound blend of
Mexican and American" he wants,
and could learn in one year.
Carlos E. Martin
professor of Spanish

Power of the spoken word
To faculty:
can· have tragic results
Release us
by Rance DeWitt
especially another team who has
come for a game of sport. Kill
Special to The Observer
The football game Saturday was with kindness, of course, but never
just awesome; I was really proud with insults. Ironically, this beof our team. But it never fails to havior iS" mostly unconscious for
amaze me the effect the power of those whose ears thump to rap mu ~
the spoken (or written) word has sic and the highest goal is to be
with the "Simpsons."
upon the events of our lives.
"Flush" may be graphic for those
There they were: 16 to nothing
who
have not finished their toilet
and looking good, the sun was shintraining
but for 9thers who know
ing and the people were happy.
the
meaning
of "sportsmanship,"
And then I heard those fateful words
"flush"
means
to bring the enemy
echo up from below. I knew inout
of
hiding
(which is exactly
stinctively that it was over then.
what
happened).
It was sad be"It's OK to flush the Pirates but
cause
our
team
deserved
to win,
not your litter." How could such a
but
maybe
a
moral
lesson
is
a betsimple mistake turn the tide of
ter
trophy.
events? Well, Central was the hostLove the enemy to death with tact
those kids had come a long way,
and
good manners, (never insults
they were outnumbered 10 to I in
or
tantrums),
for the host team alattendance, they were 0 and 16, but
.
ways
has
an
extra
sense of duty.
all it took was a little peep from the
Just
leave
the
grapes
of wrath for
wrong trumpet to bring the wall
someone
else
to
pick,
and during
down. Truly amaziJ!g. Why is this
your
future
games
you
may find
so? A number of reasons. First,
that
CLASS
is
a
word
worth
renever insult a guest team in your
hometown (even if you area206er), . discovering - even in sports.

on time
To The Editor:
I would like to address the faculty
and students about a very impor-

LETTER WRITERS:
All letters must be submitted by
5 p.m. Friday before the week of
publication date. Letters must
be typewritten and less than 300
words.
·
All letters MUST .include your
name and phone number for verific~tion. Please write
to the
reader rather than to any specific
person.
The Observer reserves the
righttoeditforlength, style, grammar, libel and matters of taste.
Send letters to: Michaelsen 203,
Ellensburg, WA 98926, or bring
them to the newsroom
(Michaelsen 203, 963-1073).

tant basic issue here at the University, making it to class on time!
Students are allowed 10 minutes
between classes (we all know this,
I hope). In this lOminutes, we have
to put our stuff away, get out of the
class/building, gq to the bathroom,
and get to our seat in the next class.
Many instructors get really peeved
when we come to class late, (usually because our previous instructor let the class out late).
Sometimes students have to travel
all the way across campus, and
need all the time ·they can get. I
would like to ask all instructors to
remember that your students have
other classes to attend and to please
end class in a timely manner'. Thank
you.
Maggie Soderstrom
A tardy student

Computer
interaction
available
To the Editor:
Computer-using students and faculty might appreciate the opportunity to obtain free software, or participate in multi-player games, or
communi~ate with other computer
users in and beyond Ellensburg.
This is all information-available by
calling the local computer bulletin
board systems (BBSs), all of which
offer excellent online experiences.
CWU VAX users can get my list
oflocal BBSs from the Community
Information menu option of the
GoCat (gopher) system. For anyone who doesn't have a VAX account, the current list includes the
following systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common Destiny 962-3750
Falcon's Nest 925-1463
Joe's OASIS 962-8007
Orion 962-5588
Satan's Domain 962-5675
UniNova Support 925-3893

Stuart Whitmore
student and systems operator for
UniNova Support BBS

Student upset by lack of taste in advertisement.
To the Editor:
I was surprised at the ad placed by
PayLess in your Sept. 20 issue. It
wasn't that The Observer placed it,
but more because it was in such
poor taste. The ad was not only
irresponsible, but it also degrades
us as studerit consumers.
The ad read, "BEER, Cheap and
Plentiful." Within this advertisement, there was no mention of a
responsible drinking campaign such
as "Know When To Say When."
This was a blatantly irresponsible
position to take when we had been
in the midst of dealing with issues
such as alcohol abuse, dru.nk driv-

ing, and vehicular homicide during our Alcohol Awareness Week.
Does PayLess not have any other
quality products to offer us besides
their cheap and plentiful beer? I
begin to wonder-when I see advertising such as this.
This negligent form of advertising does not end with just PayLess
either. I have noticed other grocery
stores advertise beerin much of the
same manner .
As a student who attended Central through summer session, I have
seen this terrible metamorphosis.
Since the beginnin$ of fall quarter,
other businesses have found it necessary to advertise theirown cheap

beer.
Having sales is important to consumers and businesses, but there
are many student consumers who
purchase more than just the cheap
beer that is continually shoved in
front of us.
I question the values oflocal business leaders who choose to ignore
issues dealing with students use of
alcohol and the advertising directed
at us.
Instead, they immerse themselves
in a simpleton issue such as Taco
Bell.
Brian L. Dolman
student

*GOMMITTED

*KNOWLEDGEABLE

*

Expe?enced

Paid for by Citizens to elect John Eberle Sheriff- 1310 Radio Road,
?
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OLD TIMER
114

7 "(Blade 2 9' 16 ")

$19.95

~

Mark Your Calendar

G.l Plastic
Canteen
1 Qt.

1994 • December • 1994

Camo Shirts 4
Pocket Re-Issue

. S-$}2·95

• ELLENSBURG • SUNNYSIDE

NOW $299.99
NOW $319.99
NOW $429.99
NOW $329.99
NOW $469.99
NOW $549.99

ONE YEAR FREE SERVICE ON ALL NEW BIKES

s14.9s
Larger

Sizes

DUFFLEBAGS
12 oz. Canvas

CYCLING AN.D FITNESS

1994 Trek 830
was $359.99
1994 Trek 850
was $399.99
1994 Trek 920
was $479.99
1994 Trek 830 Shock was $449.99
1994 Trek 930
· was $529.99
1994 Trek 930 Shock was $699.99

$29.95

~

24" to 31"

5-XL

1FA&&lll1r
YAKIMA

9114" (Blade 4112")

New

$29·95

New

s19.9s

Gl.
Issue
-NEW-

s19.9s s19-9s

Rag Wool Gloves
Thlnsolate Lined

SALE ~v

s10·95

. , ."·1; !.

...../

. .!·.

~~~$1J9~

Sale
s19.9s

NEW!
German style canvas
Rucksack

$22·95

Lti1

~

~

New

.

Uncle Henry

G.I. Camo
Pants
Re-Issue

Handcrafted Goods • Food • Entertainment
All Day •All Over The SUB
To Reserve Your Booth Call
Christian At 963-3315

$

Genuine NATO
Issue

Genuine G.I. Camo and O.D.

"BOONIE HATS"

****************************************
****************************************

Trek Winter Jackets were $59.99 NOW $29.99

A-'Albertsons®

~~NEW Manitou Shocks are now in Stock!
925-5993

307 N. Pine
Ellensburg, Washington 98926

705 N. Ruby St.
925-9838

r-------------,r-------------,
::
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NIKE
ROCKY
RED WING
H.H. 8ROWN

:
:
•
I

:
I

Coke
1 Liters

I I

I EXPIRES 11-2-94
L

.

Hiking Boots.

Men-Women-Children

-

$5399

Mundy's ~~~~~v •
SHOES

FOR THE

MON

THURS

FRI

-

8: I 5

SATURDAY

ENTIRE· F;AMILY

8: I 5
JO 8 00
8: I 5 AM

AM

TO

'111m1
-

6:00

PM
TO

5:30

PM

SINCE
PM

I 938

24 Pack Cans :

$6.• 39 I•

1•
I I

2 for $1. 00 n

:
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I

I I L~ii~4 ~j~~-;,~pon

I Limit 6 with coupon

A % Off°A11

::

PLU 1002

! ILEXPIRES 11-2-94

I
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EXPERIENCE

RE-ELECT

•Eight years as Kittitas
County Sherriff

Bob

•Twenty-seven years
with the Washington
State Patrol
Sergeant - 11 years
Lieutenant • 3 years

McBride

•Graduate of Police
Command Staff School

KIITITAS COUN1Y SHERIFF
. DEMOCRAT

HAllOWl:l:N

1'A~TY

Sat. Oct. 29th 8PM
$100°0 in prizes for best costumes
Brass Monkey $1 per cup
. Disco down ~ith Funky Monke

Bob McBride has the experience,
the leadership qualities, and the .

committment to excellence in law
enforcement to continue the existing
high standards of law enforcement
and service for the people of Kittitas
County.

Z'IPPYS
FUNTASTIC
KARTS
INC.

Washington Association
of Sheriffs and Pol(ce
Chiefs
•Member of the board
of the Washington State
Sberift's Association

•Member of Technical
Advisory Committee,
Washington State
Safety Commission

PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE TO RE -ELECT
BOB McBRIDE, SHERIFF, DEMOCRAT
2709 JUDGE RONALD RD., ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

The Go-Kart
t:rack at:
Bi-JVrart::
608 E. Mt. View

Fridays
3 p.m-dusk
Sat & Sun 1Oa.m.-du~k

Through the end
of October

'BOO CE·N TRAL
A SAFE PLACE TO
TRICK OR TREAT
Monday _O ctober 31
5:30 to 8:30
Bring the kids! !

_ How much beer is consumed by central
students on an average weekend?
A.
B.
C.
D.

None-we're all saints
Does off campus count
About 2,400 cases
A truck load
E. I don't know

The 48th person to call 963-1694
with the correct answer will win a
free Frazzini's Pizza!!! Really.

Columnist opinion
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Donna tracks down the bad guys
by Nicole Best
Staff reporter
Donna is originally from
Holland. She has dark eyes,
blonde hair and a high I.Q. From
the time she was born, people
have expected a lot from her. The
first timel met her, I felt a little
uneasy. I was aware of her warm
breath on my neck. I turned
around and cautiously stroked her
head. Her tail wagging, she
seemed to say, "Oh, hi, you're
coming with us? Cool. l'm ready,
let's go!"
Donna is a Belgian Malinois
dog and is specially trained in
police· work. Her partner is
Ellensburg police officer Norm
Bland. Norm and Donna trained
together for five weeks in
Riverside,. Calif. They are the
best of friends who share a
serious mission - getting bad
guys.
Bland favors the type of calls
that allow Donna to use her
tracking and retrieving skills.
Such situations include vehicle
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prowl, burglaries, robberies, and
· fleeing felons.
With her extraordinary sense
of smell, Donna can detect the
scent of fear exuding from the
body of a suspect hiding in vain.
Once Donna catches that smell, it
is only a matter of time1 uritil the
suspect is discovered.
"She is the best safety tool an
officer can have," Bland said.
Sometimes an assailant attempts
to run or simply refuses to
surrender. Using a remote control
_device, Bland will pop open the
back seat car door, and Donna
jumps out. Bland gives her the
command (in Dutch, her native
language) to "get the bad guy."
Donna races to the assailant,
bites, and li~erally pulls the
person to the officer.
Even when Donna bites an
assailant, she is not motivated by
anger, Bland said. The
stereotypical voracious police
dog is ju~t that. The dogs are
merely acting out a game they
have spent many hours
practicing. So what rnspires
Donna to put in so much effort in
her work? Praise is her
motivation. Donna looks forward
to a game of Frisbee with Bland.
This is .her reward for a job well
done. But her favorite toy, only
played with on special occasions,
is the tennis ball. After a
successful haul-in on a narcotics

Ellensburg Police officer Norm Bland and Donna work together to help fight violent crime.
mission, Bland spends time with
Donna playing catch with the
tennis ball.
As the only K-9 unit in
Kittitas County, the team is
sometimes called upon for out-oftown assignments. When Donna
is at work locating a suspect,
Bland may need help in
containing a perimeter. Bland
gets help from other
departments.
Before calling it a night, I had

the opportunity to watch Donna
practice her bite and hold
technique. Fellow officer Kurt
Vigesaa met us at a parking lot.
Bland gave him a protective
sleeve from the trunk of his car.
Donna was still in the backseat,
knowing something was up.
Bland and Vigesaa simulated a
fight. Suddenly, the back door
popped open. Dm:ma jumped out
the door, ran and attacked the
protective sleeve on Vigesaa. She

did not let go until Bland
commanded her to do so. "Good
dog, yes you are a good dog!"
Bland told her.
Although Donna lives with
Bland and his family, he does not
own her. When she retires from
police work, Bland can purchase
her for $1 as surplus property.
Norm and Donna is a team whose
bond is strong. They share mutual
respect. "She is my partner,"
Bland said.
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'Pulp Fiction' weaves violent, quirky gangster story
by Shay McGraw
Staff reporter
Two-time director Quentin
Tarantino oils the greasy wheels
of underworld subculture once
again with the release of the
critically acclaimed "Pulp
Fiction."
"Pulp Fiction" is an interwoven yam of several tales which
always revisit the trials and
tribulations of two present-day
hired guns, portrayed by John
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Try our 12.oz.
Blizzard®flavor
treat.

an arsenal of humorous oialogue
and slapstick comedy going on
between the two.
Tarantino rejoices in presenting things as they are not
ordinarily perceived, and his
· - Travolta and Samuet:Jtrckson.
eccentricities
emerge in many
Travolta and Jackson's
subtle
ways
throughout
the film.
characters contradict the stereoOftentimes,
the
viewers
are able
typical gangster mentality as
to
distinguish
incongruent
intelligent, sometimes sensitive
elements from different historical
thugs, who do the dirty work for
.
eras in a single scene. Tarantino
a feared L.A. mobster. Both
characters are likable, and there is capitalizes on this incongruity in
both poking fun at, and paying
tribute to, the idiosyncrasies of
American nostalgia.
Travolta's character, Vincent
Vega, devotes his _non-gun-toting
free time to intravenous drug-use
and his other favorite hobby,
reading. It's more than once we
cat~h Travolta reading while
sitting on the pot. No one ever
said gangsters didn't read, but
Tarantino takes pride in defying
society's uniform prejudices for
the sake of unconventional
humor.
Unlike many directors today,
Tarantino approaches directorial
duties with gritty, street-level
accuracy, however quirky it may
be. He doesn't offer you the
narrow, fisheye view all too
common of today's conservative,
disconnected, classically-trained
film makers.

'MOVIE

Review

It's on sale.

own nature as humans.
"Pulp Fiction" evokes many
different emotions, but it's hard
to identify them and sort out just
what they are and maybe that's
how Tarantino intended it. The
film is funny and shocking,
strange and entertaining. The
soundtrack provides an ethereal
mood and backdrop for the film,
and proves just as unpredictable
as the movie itself.
Surprisingly, Tarantino pulls
off the seemingly difficult task of
rekindling the tired career of
childhood idol, John Travolta, in
what at first seems a very ·unTravolta role. However, Travolta
treads successfully on the
unfamiliar turf, maybe even all
the way to an Academy Award
nomination. The post-"Saturday
Night Fever" disco king puts on
his dancing shoes one more time
for a laughable rendition of "The
Twist" with his mob boss's wife,
played by Uma Thurman.
"Pulp Fiction" isn't for
everyone, but neither are a lot of
things. There's a roster of bigname stars who all give primo
performances. There's good, oldfashtoned violence and vulgarity,
and the laughs usually come from
an untapped humor zone in the
brain's darker half. Recommendation: Tap it!

JUST

$1.29

A

Sale ends Nov.13
OAM D.O.eor..Jtta

In order to fully digest "Pulp
Fiction's" complete dose of
realism, you need to be able .to
stomach what comes with it:
vulgar language, (the more, the
better), graphic violence, (brain
matter included), and the rest of
the scrumptious menu "Pulp
Fiction" serves up. However,
Tarantino usually garnishes it
with humor for better consumption.
In one scene, Travolta's
character blows a kid's head off
in the backseat of the pair's green
Nova, and the two hitmen find
themselves in desperate need of
disposing of the evidence. You
can't help but laugh when
Jackson says, "You've got brain
deta~l," as Travolta begins to pick
brain matter and skull fragments
from the backseat of the car.
Then you later discover that
Jackson still has a stray piece of
cerebrum caught in his jeri-curl.
Like "Reservoir Dogs,"
Tarantino injects ~·Pulp Fiction's"
violent and shocking scenes with
subtle comic nuances which
somehow manage to lessen the
shock factor and leave the
viewers laughing, then wondering
if they should be. In an odd way,
it says something about us as a
people, and tends to put us under
the microscope to examine our

1QTH & ALO ER ~ .....
AND
WEST INTERCHANGE

U.S.Pll.Ol..AMD.Q.Co!p.

REMllDEL
D111'f forget to turn

Your oloolcs blOk Clll
_hour• S...dly.

SKI SWAP
A SKI AND OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT SWAP

NOV 2 -4
IN THE TENT-N-TUBE
11 AM TO 5 PM
ITEMS CAN BE REGISTERED
IN THE TENT-N-TUBE
OCT 31 & NOV 1st
FROM 11 AM TO 5 PM
A 10o/o COMMISSION IS TAKEN ON ALL ITEMS SOLD

Share the Gift of Life With Others
by Becoming a Plasma Donor
and Earn Cash at the Same Time.

+ Fully Automated Procedure +
CENTER HOURS:

rJ.on. - Thur........... 8am-8pm
Friday .................. 8am-5pm
Sat.- Sun ............. 8am-4pm

SPONSORED BY
TENT-N-TUBE RENTAL SHOP
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 963-3537

c'WUSTUnENTs-$21
I "'

NEW DONOR BONUS

I
$ _.I

_____________2

I
I._$

2

We will pay you a $2.00 t.:A'tra bonus
with this coupon on your first donation.

~mm

Not valici with any other offer

- I

4s_1 -1a1a

26 South 2nd Street • Yakima, Washington ,
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SPORTS
Wildcats ·await a playoff berth
by Chuck E. Case
Staff 1epo11er

Central' s women's soccer team
lost in overtime to league-leading
Simon Fraser at home Sunday,
putting its playoff hopes in doubt.
The 'Cats scored early on Sunday. Freshman defender Abby
Hovsepian got her fourth goal of
the year on an assist from sophomore forward Mandy Frazier in the
third minute to give Central the
early lead.
Sophomore goalkeeper Julie
Olsen made sure the lead held up
for the next 20 minutes, posting
three saves in that time period.
However, the 'Cats could not add
to their advantage. Senior defender
Timary Estby had the best opportunity, but her shot went over the
crossbar.
In the 27th minute, Simon Fraser
scored to tie the game.
Frazier had two good opportunities to break the tie. Howev~r, her
first went wide left, and Simon
Fraser's goalkeeper saved the other
shot.
The 'Cats had another good opportunity to break the tie early in
the second half.
Junior defender Darcy Neil was
on a breakaway toward the goal,
but the ball was deflected from her
before she had the chance to shoot.
Meanwhile, Olsen kept Simon
Fraser scoreless in the second half
with five saves.
Junior forward Erin Hamilton and
freshman defender Holly Smith
also kept Simon Fraser from scoring.
Hamilton's head got between
Simon Fraser and a chance to take
the lead. Smith deflected another
Simon Fraser shot, and the game
went into overtime.
Simon Fraser got through
Central' s defense and scored in the
second minute of overtime.
Simon Fraser appeared to have

Ken Pinnell/ The Observer

Sophomore midfielder Sandra Ake is knocked down by a Simon Fraser player in a contest that could decide the playoffs.

pulled away a few minutes later
with another goal. However, the
officials called an offsides on Simon
Fraser, nullifying the goal.
But the 'Cats could not pull even.
Hovsepian had a header in front of
the net that went over the crossbar.
In the second overtime, Hamilton
had two long shots. However, both
were saved. A few minutes later,
Central' s regular season ended.
"We just broke down everywhere,
and after we scored it was harder to
pull it back together," Hovsepian
said.
However, Hamilton praised her

team's effort.
"Everyone played a good game,
and we played our hearts out," she
"Everyone played a good game,
said.
and we played our hearts out,"
Head coach Larry Foster agreed.
- midfielder Erin Hamilton
"They were sore and tired, but
they played with a lot of guts," he
said.
The 'Cats finished the regular
season with a 6-5-4 record. They
However, Foster also said the
now need Western Washington to · Northwest Athletic Conference and
qualify
for
the
playoffs.
Right
now,
'Cats
accomplished their goal of
lose its last two games, and Seattle
though,
Central
must
wait.
having
a winning season.
University to lose to Simon Fraser
"The
frustrating
part
is
that
we
do
"We
had a magic season, and
on Saturday.
not
control
our
own
destiny,"
FosI'm
really
happy with that," he
If that happens, Central will finter
said.
said.
ish in third place in the Pacific

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Taylor chosen Athlete of the Week
by Amy Seaberg
Staff reporter

Ken Pinnell / The Observer

Athlete of the Week Jill Taylor bumps the ball over the net.

Jill Taylor has been chosen by the
sports edi torial staff as The
Observer's Athlete of the Week.
Taylor is a junior at Central and is
a valuable member of the Wildcat
volleyball team.
"I like being involved in team
sports and enjoy working with others," Taylor said.
Taylor is having a great year, she
is consistent, and an · exceptional
leader on the team, said head coach
John Pearson.
"She is our leading hitter, and she
is just hammering the ball," Pearson
said.
Coach Pearson believes Taylor's
strengths include her quick approach and attack.
"Jill is also blocking well. She is
our team leader," Pearson said.

After two seasons, Taylor is
CWU' s career leader in total blocks
(322) and solo blocks (121).
She has also set a school record
with 134 blocking assists.
Pearson has coached Taylor for
three years, and said he believes
her confidence has improved.
Last week, Taylor was nominated
as Player-of-the-Week for the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference with 28 kills and just four
errors in 50 attempts and added
nine solo blocks.
"She has opened up and really
matured personality wise," said
Pearson. "When she does something right, you can see it on her
face."
In 1992, Taylor said she chose to
attend Central to major in education, be with her friends, and stay
close to home.
She has since changed her major

to loss control management.
In hig~ school, Taylor earned
three volleyball letters and three
basketball letters.
As a senior, she was a volleyball
team captain for Ellensburg High.
During her sophomore year, she
was voted most improved on the
team. She graduated from
Ellensburg High School in 1992.
While in high school, Taylor
earned first-team all-league honors her junior and senior year, and
was an all-state nominee her senior year. She was also selected as
a U.S. Volleyball Association allstar during her junior season.
In basketball, Taylor also earned
second-team all-league honors,
and was team captain her senior
year.
Taylor's hobbies include snow
skiing, camping, outdoor activities,
and
reading.
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'Cats improve league standings
by Phil McCord
Staff reporter

Forward Scott Rea attempts to score in vain with a header.

Junior forwards Jeff Rose and
Mitch Thomas scored one goal
each as they led Whitworth to a 31 non-conference victory over
Central last Wednesday.
The Pirates were given an early
boost when the ball was deflected
off a Central player, and into their
goal, giving them a 1-0 lead.
Junior midfielder Nick Reep led
the Wildcats, scoring in the 58th
minute on the assist from senior
forward Erik Hildebrand.
Playing without key starters,
sophomore midfielder Matt
Morton and sophomore forward
Slade Murphy, the 'Cats fell to 510-2 overall.
Reserve freshman goalie J.P.
Reck registered nine saves.
"We played well," Reep said.
"(We are) still trying to adjust to
each other."
Hildebrand was critical of the officiating.
"The referee seemed biased to-

wards Whitworth; several important calls (went) in their favor,"
Hildebrand said.
Central hosted Western Washington Sunday in the first of two
must-win conference games this
week.
The 'Cats kept their playoff hopes
alive, defeating the Vikings 3-0.
In two victories over.Wes tern this
season, the Wildcats have
outscored their opponents 9-0.
The win improved Central's
record to 4-4~ l in the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference
(PNWAC) and 6-10-2 overall.
Central was once again without
the services of Morton and Murphy,
but were led by· senior captain
Hildebrand.
Hilderbrand had two goals, and
senior midfielder Nate Nelson
added another.
Hildebrand scored unassisted in
the eighth minute of the match.
Nelson followed with an unassisted
goal of his own three minutes later.
Hildebrand added his second goal
of the afternoon, (11th of the sea-

son), 14 minutes into the second
half, converting an assist from
Reep.
Sophomore keeper Tony Graff,
the PNWAC leader in goal-keeping with a 1.19 goals against average, returned to the starting lineup,
and logged eight saves and the shutout. Graff has 84 saves this season.
"It was a balanced game at the
offensive and defensive ends,"
Hildebrand said. "Scott McDermott
played an excellent game."
Hildebrand's two-goal performanceraisedhis team-leading point
total to 27 and earned him PNWAC
Player-of-the-Week honors.
"We really played well," Reep
said.
To reach the playoffs, Central must
defeat second-place Seattle University in Seattle Saturday, while thirdplace Evergreen State must do no
better than a tie in its last two conference matches.
Only the top three teams in the
conference advance to the playoffs.
"How far we go all depends on
attitude," Reep said.

X-country team takes fifth place
by Chuck E. Case
Staff reporter
Central's men's and women's
cross country teams finished fifth
at the Pacific Northwest Athletic
Conference meet, held last weekend at Western Washington University.
The meµ' s team finished 10th
out of 16 teams with 240 points.
Eric Tollefson finished in third
place, completing the 4.97 mile
course in 25 minutes and 35 seconds, five seconds behind the second place finisher.
. Gary Desanctis had the next best
finish with a time of 27: 11. Brent
Hooper finished third for CWU
with a time of 27:23. Mike

McDermott came in next for Central with a time of 27:38, placing
him 67th in the field.
The women's team finished 12th
out of 14 teams with 305 points.
Rebecca Hill had the best Wildcat
time. She completed the 3.1 mile
course in a time of 19:59.
Doreen Levander had the next
best Wildcat time, finishing in
20:21. Christy Kirchner finished
third among Wildcat women with a
time of 20:30.
.
Joy Russell had the fourth best
time for Central, finishing in 20:46.
Central' s next scheduled meet is
Nov. 5 when the 'Cats travel to
Salem, Ore., for the Northwest Regional.
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Loggers spike Wildcat streak
by Amy Seaberg
Staff reporter

Ta.
.-

Ken Pinnell /The Observer

ophomore Brenda Butler spikes the ball to score for CWU.

The Wildcat volleyball team's
winning streak ended last week
when the 'Cats were defeated hy
the defending national champions
from the University of Puget Sound,
3-15, 15-11, 15-2, 15-11 in a Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference-match.
Andrea Egans had 25 kills and
two blocks to carry Puget Sound to
the victory.
Wendy Weise, also of Puget
Sound, added 11 kills. The Wildcats had nine consecutive points in
the first match and leaped to an
early 11-1 lead. CWU established a
7-5 lead in the second game before
UPS earned six straight points to
take command.
"We played well the first two
games, but then we just got stuck in

a bad rotation," said head coach
John Pearson.
"We have the ability to beat
UPS,"hesaid.
The thir1l'fhttlch began with a 11- ·0 run by UPS. Central could only
come up with two points to lose 152.
Pearson said once the team loses
its momentum, it has a hard time
getting it back. He attributed the
downfall after the second match to
a lack of communication among
te(lm members.
Junior middle hitter Jill Taylor
led Central with 14 kills and two
blocks. ·
Sophomore Brend~ Butler had
11 kills and senior Marcy Watkins
was on the board with 14 assists.
"The first game we played together and then we broke down,"
Taylor said. "We were a bunch of
individuals-out there."

Central's gridiron squad loses again
· by Brian Iverson
Staff reporter
What was once the road to victory has now become a trail of
tears.
Before a disappointed Homecoming crowd of 2,800 fans, the Central Wildcats dropped their fourth
game of the season, this time to
Whitworth College, 44-36.
Even though the offense ran a
team-record of 99 offensive plays,
' the Wifdcats were not able to take
away the Pirates' momentum.
Prior .to the Central game,
Whitworth had the worst offense in
theColumbiaFootbal1 Association.
Central's defense allowed the Pirates to roll up 520 yards of offense
and the longesLoffensive play
against the Tats ·ever, a 90-yard
touchdown pass. The previous
record was an 89-yarder by Eastern
Oregon in 1977.
The Wildcats started out strong,
scoring 16 points in their first three
possessions of the opening period.
First was a 30-yard TD strike from

~

~?;

quarterback Jon Kitna to receiver _ quarterback J.J. Green to give
Larry Bellinger.
Whitworth the lead at halftime, 21Bellinger led all Central receivers 16.
in the game with I 0 I yards on eight
Receiver Kenny Russaw got the
catches.
lead back for the Wildcats with a
Then, after receiver James Jordan · 44-yard touchdown pass from
returned a punt 33 yards to the Kitna. However, the lead went to
Whitworth 32-yard line, kicker Whitworth to stay for good when
Ryan Bishop booted his fourth field Olson scored on a two-yard run to
goal of the season.
make the score 27-22.
For Central's final points in the
Whitworth's Tony Jensen kicked
first quarter, Kitna hooked up with a field goal, and Green threw two
fellow Lincoln High School team- more touchdowns, including the
mate E.J. Henderson for a 19-yard record 90-yarder to Sund, for a 44score to give the 'Cats a 16-0 lead. 22 lead with 5:05 left to play.
Late in the first quarter, Whitworth
The Wildcats tried to mount a
retrieved a Central fumble.
comeback in the closing_minutes of
The Pirates then took the ball into th~ game,· scoring two late touchthe end zone in seven plays, ending downs.
with a one-yard TD by running
The first touchdown was a oneback Jon Olson. This score repre- yard sprint by running back Goreal
sented the first Whitworth points in· Hudson after Whitworth was
more than six quarters. During that flagged for pass interference on a
time, opponents ·outscored crucial third-and- I0 at the Pirate
Whitworth by a margin of 77-0.
23.
The touchdown seemed to inspire
Defensive back Pat Riddick
the Pirates as they scored on their blocked a Whitworth punt at their
next two possessions.
own 38-yard line to set up a 16Receiver Scott Sund caught two yard touchdown to receiver Brett
TD passes of 10 and 30 yards from Allen.
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After the two-point conversion,
the 'Cats had pu11ed within eight
points.
But Bishop's onside kick with 19
seconds left, bounced too high to
catch, and,spun out of bounds, ending the Wildcats' hopes.
The loss was the third in a row by
the Wildcats, dropping them to 2-4
and guaranteeing them their worst
record since 1985.
Central ran a team-record 99 plays
in the game, and Kitna ~et another
school mark by throwing 67 passes.
He completed 30, but rnany of the
incomplete passes were dropped
by receivers.
"We dropped a ton of balls today," head coach Jeff Zenisek said.
"You've got to catch the darn football when he hits you in the hands
with it."
It was Kitna's ninth career 300yard passing. game, tying him for
the all-time Columbia Football
Association lead. He had four
touchdown passes, hit I a·receivers, and threw for 394 yards.
Central gained a season-high 507
yards of offense.
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A COMMUNI1Y EYENT SPONSORED BY HANS" GYM
Join your friends in a fun fitness activity and support the important
work of El.S.H., Ellensburg' s own community food bank.
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Pearson said the team was up for
the second game, then got into a
bad rotation.
"That really took the wind out of
our sails," he said.
Pearson would have liked to see
the team make fewer mistakes.
"After they make an error, they
need to come back from it," he said.
Even t_hough the Wildcats lost,
they held on to third place in the
Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference with a record of 3-4. They
will play the rest of their season
without freshman starter Sarah
Ludes because of medical reasons.
Ludes will return next season.

CLASSIFIEDS

"ROWAN'S BODY MIND"offersyoga
classes by certified instructor.
Relaxation and a great workout.
962-4272 for class times.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per month. Room and
board! Transportation! Male or Female .
.No experience necessary. Call (206)
545-4155 ext. A60931
CRUISE SHIPS now hiring-Earn up to
$2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships
orLand-TourCompanies. WorldTravel.
Seasonal ~ Full-time employment
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-6340468 ext. C60931.
INTERNATIONAL ·EMPLOVMENTMake up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo.
teaching basic conversational English
in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For more info. call:
(206) 632-1146 ~xt. J60931
EARN CASH stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to P.O. Box 10075,
Olathe, KS 66051.
,
WHETHER YOU'RE pressing weights,
want relaxation, or a great gift idea,
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE delivers.
962-4272
FUNDRAISING! CHOOSE from 3
differentfundraisers lasting either 3 or 7
days. No investment. Earn $$$for your
group plus personal cash bonuses for
yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
WANTED!!! INDIVIDUALS, . Student
Organizations and Small Groups to
Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn
substantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS.
CALL THE NATION'S LEADER, INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013
FAST FUNDRAl$ER - RAISE $500 IN
5 DAYS - GREEKS, GROUPS,
CLUBS,MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS.
FAST, SIMPLE, EASY-NO FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION 1-800-775-3851 ext33
962-MATH. TutorMath! We answer
math questions. Learn not only WHAT,
but HOW & WHY. By yourself or bring
some friend(s). $5 the half-hour*, $2 for
10 minutes* whatever group size.(That
should work for ya!)
Close to campus:215 E. Eighth Ave.
(Big front yard, white picket fence, across
from Shaw-Smyser.) 7:00 PM to 9:00
PM. Sundays afternoons & other times
possible.
All math levels.(Former high school
math teacher with MA in Mathematics.)
Fractions, decimals, cordially welcomed,
to triple integrals or the disappearing
Wronskian, and get this:*You no see,
Pay no fee!
Call name, number, and best
time to TutorMath (voice-mail phone
only) for Elgie, 962-MATH
----Clip and Save----or----Pass It On--NANNY OPPORTUNITY! Prescreened
families looking for caring individuals to
spend a year as a nanny, $175 - $350/
week, room and board, car, airfare
it:)cluded. Call Childcrest 1-800-5748°889

fP-J Planned Parenthood

Mixed Z\.sion foods,
.soups, .sandwicbe.s,
deli .salads, pastries,
fspre.s.so and Nonfat frozen yogurt

CONFIDENTIAL • AFFORDABLE • RELIABLE

• Low Cost Birth Control
• Pregnancy l"esting
• Male Exams
·Depa Provera

• Annual Exams
• Infection Checks
• Norplant
•Morning After Pill

312 North Pine• Ellensburg• 925-7113

I

Caravali coffee,
cards, prints, New
and Used books
bought and sold

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
DR. MYRON LINDER
. DR. SANDY LINDER

200 E. 4th 962-2375 9-6:30 M-F 10-6:30 Sat 12-5 Sun

1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Located close tq campus
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ANY LARGE PIZZA

STU f f

925-6941

I

OR

$2.00 OFF :

IANY MEDIUM PJZZAI

I
OR
1 $1.00 OFF 1
I ANY SMALL PIZZA I
I
Expires 11-30-94
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$5.49 .
Expires 11-30-94

(It's the phone number of
your local Domino's Pizza ~ .)

Ellensburg
8th & Anderson ·
Schedules .. .
classrooms ... PIZZA
Books ... meetings .. .
PEPPERONI. Cafeteria .
hours ... lunch hour... DOMINO'S! Give us a call
and we'll deliver your favorite pizza. hot and fresh .
So memorize this number and use it often .

S
gorts
411 N. Pine ·

Northwest

925-9134

ANNIVERSARY SALE
~::\OCT 27 thru NOV _6

______. ,
•

MOTORCYCLE SAFID FOUNDATION\'~

Ji:

···.·· .. STOREWIDE SAVINGS . ·. · ·

I
I
I
I
I
I

plus tax

w

41

I 1
I
I
I
+TAX I
I GET A LARGE 3-TOPPIHG I ' '
PIZZA AND 4 CANS OF
I COCA-COLA· CLASSIC OR.
I DIET COKE· FOR $12.99 •
I
I
I
:
Expires 11-30-94
I •
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Of all the
things :;oow.. 'co.. ;;:.
you'll have to memorize
this semester, here's
something you can
actually use.
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: Wildcat I
1 Special :
I
$7.99
I
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Small I-topping
Pl:a:a ·plus1 Free Coca-Cola
Classic or Diet Coke
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Expires 11-30-94
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Lunch Special

I

·

: $10.?iJ~ :
I
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:

Drinking and riding can lead to a
loss of license, a conviction, or
even worse. When you drink, get
a ride with a friend. It's
the best call you can make. £

------,
FOOTBALL FEAST

$1299
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• Wide area paging
·• Fast response time
• Designed to fit your needs l~I
• Unlimited calls
• Competitive prices
say" If you need me, beep me."
.
• Rent or purchase
CHAIN oF youR cH01cE w1~H PuRcHAsE • Personal greeting
OF A BRAVO EXPRESS PAGER...
•
d
• MANY NEw coLoRs To cHoosE FROM
• Message sent in secon s

L

et us help you with your pager needs. If you need
to have yours repaired or crystaled we will give
you a loaner with the same phone
number. Never lose a call!!!
Carrying a beeper can give you the freedom to
walk out of your home or office without leaving an
itinerary or telling anyone where you are going. Just

FREEI

·Open Mon - Fri 9 to 5 • 738 Cascade Way • 962-6457

